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ABSTRACT
Visual Perception in Pre-School Children
by
Candace Savage , Master of Science
Utah State Un iversity, 1971
Major Professor: Dr. Carroll C. Lambert
Department: Family and Child Development
The efforts of practice sessions in discrimination tasks with the aid
of instructional cues were studied to determine their influence on the visual
perceptua l abilities of pre-school children .

The research was conducted at

the Utah t:>tate University Child Development Laboratories with twenty c hi!dren.

Ten of these children were three years of age and ten were four years

of age at the time of the study.

Of the twenty c hildren , five boys and five

girls , were given training in performing tasks requiring ability in visual
perception.

The remaining len ch ildren, five boys and five girls, were not

given any vis ual perceptual training.
It was found that the ten c hildren who had received individuali zed instruction during the practice sessions scored significantly higher on the visual discr iminati on tasks than the ten children who had received no training.

The

childre n made significant improvement through the practice sessions which
was indi cated by a comparison of the beginning test scores to the ending test
scores.

There was a significant difference in the visual perceptual abilities
of girls and boys and older and younger c hildren as measured in the visual
discrimination tasks.

( 74 pages )

JNTRODUCTlON

Perception is basic to all learning.

There is nothing a child can learn

which does not involve at least one of these elements of perception : recognition , awareness , interpretation , or understanding .
Because all children are expected to go to school, they cannot avoid
coming into contact with different tasks demanding visual perception abilities .
One such task children must master is that of reading in which visual perception abilities are essential as Byran (1964) , Gates (1926), and Harris (1962)
have indi cated.

Learning to read is one of the most difficult and comp licated

tasks facing a young child.

However , if a child has developed his visual per-

ception skills before he attempts reading he wi ll be more likely to find success.
It is unrealistic to assume that all children of the same chronological

age will have developed the necessary visual perceptual skills necessary for
learning upon entrance into school.

Furthermore , all children will not be at

the same developmental level in their visual perception.

Curti (1923) , Clark

(1968), and Alexander (1969) have pointed out that a ch ild 's chronological and
mental ages are not true indi cations of the stage of physiological development
he has reached, for each child has his own individual growth pattern.

There-

fore , if a child receives practice and experience in different visual perceptual
activities he will be more likely to find success not only in reading but also in
other related areas of learning.

This success may well be a motivation for

extended reading and in creased interest and ability.
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The author acknowledged the existence of a great deal of research
establishing the importance of visual perception.

However , it was believed

that further research is needed to determine if a child ' s visual perception
could be increased through individualized instruction , practi ce, and experience.

Knowledge of this type would be valuable in helping children find success

in reading and in their total learning in school simply by attacking and eliminating perceptual problems that some childre n may have.
It was with continued investigation and increased knowledge of the impor-

tance of visual perception that the author became interested in undertaking the
present study on development of visual perception of pre-school children.
It is the purpose of this study to determine if a child's visual perception

ab ilit ies can be increased through prac tice with fruit and an i mal picture puzz les .

Through discrimination of pu~~le form parts that make a whole, the

c hild should be able to transfer this knowledge in learning that different parts
comb ine to make a whole letter or a whole word.

It may also present an in-

ce nt i ve for further learning of black and white symbols--letters and words-that the child will find in his reading book which will help to increase his
reading skills .

Statement of the Probl em

A c hild 's visual perception ab ilities are extremely essential to his suc-

cess in beginning reading, and they play a significant role in determining his
success in reading and his entire school ac hievement.

In view of this knowl-

edge, the author desired to investigate the development of children's perception
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and observe whether a child ' s visual perception abilities can be developed and
fac ilitated through training by practice in perceptual motor activities utilizing
fruit and animal picture puzzles produced by Teaching Resources Division ,
T eaching Systems and Resources Corporation , Boston, Massachusetts .

Objectives

1.

To observe any significant differences between the visual perception

abilities of children who have had practice in visual perceptual activities
through the use of the fruit and animal puzzles and the visual perception
abilities of children lacking such experience .
2.

To observe any significant differences between visual perception

abilities of older and younger children .
3.

To observe any sign ificant differences between perception ability of

girls and boys .

Hypotheses

1.

Exper ience in visual discrimination tasks will have no effect in pro-

moting perceptual abilities in children.
2.

There will be no significant difference between girls and boys in the

control and experimental groups in their visual perception development as
measured in the visual discrimination tasks .
3.

There will be no significant difference in perceptual abi liti es of older

and younger children.
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Visual Perception , Reading Readiness ,
Beginning Read ing

Visual l€rception
"Perception is intake .

To perceive means to recognize , to acknowledge ,

to interpret, to be aware of, to identify with , to associate . " (Smith, 1969 , p.
57) Goins (1958) defines visual perception as a process through which information is apprehended by the mind through the sense of the eye.

This occur-

rence involves these distinct processes: perceiving the symbols from the
page and the transmission of the impulses to the brain for interpretation by
the mind.

Renshaw (1945) pointed out a common agreement that the process of

perception pre cedes from general to the specifics, that is seeing the whole ,
complete picture, then identifying the minor details.

Gestalt psychologists

uphold the views of Renshaw but carry the definition of visual perception one
step further in saying that organization of the various parts into a whol e has
to take place.

Strang (1955) maintains that there has to be mental activity

taking place , or understanding of the whole .

Kellogg tends to be in agree-

ment when he makes this statement: "Perceptual organization is something
that originates as a physiologic characteristic of the nervous system." (Kellogg ,
1969, p . 11)

Vernon (1937) presents a more extensive, broad definition of the

perceiving process.

He maintains stage one as knowledge of somethingexisting
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in the visual field , stage two as awareness of the visual stimulus being connected with some object in the field , and stage three as understanding mean ing
of the form or obJect.

Betts (196 8) places emphasis on rlisc1·imination or de-

tecting differences and similarities in forms in his definition of perception.
He maintains that a child doesn't have to know the name of the symbol as
long as he can distinguish its char acteristics . One example is seeing the
word cat, distinguishing its characteristics into speech sounds, and co mbining these sounds with what they represent, a "cat." A rather conclusi ve statement by Robinson ties the many facets of visual perception ability together
when she says: "Visual perception probabl y in volves many of the higher mental processes and consequently may be associated with intelligence, previous
experience , language facility , and bodily well-being." (Robinson, 1946, p.
223) Heilman has called attention to the importance of visual perception in
his statement:
Although the pro cess of perception is apparently a simple
mental process , it is basic to all lea rning. It mediates the meaning
of all incoming sensory data in terms of the individual's past experiences , thus assuring that the new meanings he acquires will be integrated into the whole of his store of knowledge, his cogn itive structure
(or Piaget's 'sc hemata ') . The more abundant the child's sensory
experiences and past associations, the richer his perceptions and
the greater his learning wi ll be. . . .
(Heilman, 1967, p.165)
There seems to be a general agreement that vis ual perception ability
is an acquired ability.

Zaporozhets (1965) maintains that percepti on fo ll ows

a very complicated pattern of development during the first years of life; it
does not arrive suddenly in complete form , but it increases gradually through
experience in the environment.

Frostig, Lefever, and vVhittlesey (1 961)
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indicate that the development of perceptual skills is a c hild's main development
task between ages three and e ight years unt il judgment and intellectual deve lopment take the lead.

Heilman agrees with Gestalt psychologists that the per-

ceptual process develops differently in different individuals, but he also conte nds that it c an be facili tated through practice and experience.

"Maturatio n

cannot be haste ned , but visual discrim ination can be sharpened th ro ug h experience and pract ice .

The school must provide much o f this exper ience as is

needed, and diffe rent children will need different a mounts

. " (Heilman.

1967' p. 46)
He ilman (1967) maintains that this mental process of visual perception
is necessary if the c hil d is to become involved in the process of r ecog ni z ing
and interpreting sensory experience presently taking place in terms of his
past exper ie nce, and to make certain th at the new meanings acquired will
be wove n into his pre sent store of knowledge and cogniti ve structure .

Smith

tends to agree with Heil man in his s umm at ion: " If there is no perception,
there is no basis for anything more than memor izat ion or recall. So it is importa nt to take the time to or ient c hi Idren, to g ive them o pportun it ies to 'feel
th e ir way' into what they lear n. " (Smith , 1967, p . 64) He continues by say ing
that even though vis ual perception is only o ne fac et of perception , it is a most
importa nt one.

Harris explains visual percepti o n as a comp lex process which

m ay be r espons ible for va rious learning diffic ulties : "Even if the eyes are
no rm al the c hild may have immature visua l percep tion.

See ing a thing doesn't

always mean not icing its details . " (Harris , 1949, p. 29) Many yo ung children
pay attention only to the main c haracter isti cs o f visual stimuli: the size, shape ,
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and color--and ignore the details.

When asked to match letters or words

they make many errors, not because of faulty vision, but because they do not
perceive visual differences which are obvious to older children.
Shumard (1968) pointed out th at psyc hological research indicates that
many lear ning problems , especially in reading, stem from visu al perceptual
difficulties.

Some of the most common difficulties are : "visual motor co-

ordination, figure ground perception, perceptual constancy, the ability to
perceive position in space, and the ability to perceive spatial relationships. "
(Shumard, 1968, p. 23) He continues to say that a child must learn to coordinate his vision with movement of his body in order for learning to take
place . If a ch ild is unable to focus on a certain object or moves from object
to ob ject in his field of vision, he is deficient in figure ground perception.
Another visual perceptual problem hampering a child is the difficulty he may
have in recognizing an object as it changes color, size, or is viewed fro m a
different angle.

A child's failure to r ecogni ze spatial relationships , giving

attention to several objects as they relate to nne another and to himself, is
another perceptual problem . A chi ld lacking ability in these skills will have
great difficulty not only in reading but in all related learning areas.

How-

ever, these perceptual problem s are r1ot unique for onl.v one or two childre n
in the school· some school officials estimate that deficiencies in visua l percept ion may be found in as much as 25 per ce nt of the school children.
Observations made by Frostig (1964) at her clinical school revealed
that the greatest contributor
perception.

to

learning difficulties was disturbances in visual

Poor hand-eye coordination was exh ibi ted by children having

difficulties in writing.

Those chi ldren handicapped with poor figure ground

perception were unable to recogni ze words . If a child fail ed to recognize a
letter or word written in a differe nt s ize or co lur , he
co nstancy .

u~ually

had poor form

Diffi cu lt ies in space re la tio ns hips were expressed in c hildre n 's

wr iting reversed or rotated l etter s in words .

Frostig also ob se rved during

the study that the children with evident vis ual perceptua l problems had difficulty in paying attention and exhibited various behavioral probl ems . Studies
of Wipple and Kodman (1969), Coleman (1960), Walters and Doan (1962) have
evidenced that a child's ineffi cie nt visua l perception or other perceptual handicaps may lead to hi s retardedn ess in over-all learning .

Coleman further slates

that this perceptual retardati on is cu mulative through the years.

F ros ti g ,

LeFever , a nd Whittesey (1961) cite extens ive c linical case studi es showing
that children with severe percep tu a l disturbances are often unab le to overcome the ir perceptual handi caps to resume normal progress and sa ti s fa c tory
ac hieve ment in their school work.
On the question of whether or not U1ere exists a general visual percept ion ab il ity in individuals, Goins quotes Arthur I. Gates, " . . . there
does not appear to be any such thing as 'ge neral vis ual perception'.

Halher

there are ab iliti es to perceive words , digits , geo metr ical figure s, etc; eac h
of wh ic h is r e lat ive ly independe nt of oth er perceptual abil itie s . " (Goins, 1958,
p . 7) He continues by s ay ing that Gates found no s ingle cases of reading disabili ty assoc iated w ith genera lly inferi or perception.
of Gates confirmed his earlier study:

The late r in vestigation
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What we call visual perception is not a single , unitary capac ity
or power which oper a tes uniforml y upon a ll sorts of data and under
a ll conditions: perception , on the contrary, is specialized. Each
person perceives some things better than others. A person who perceives poorly non-verbal items will not necessarily perceive wo rds
poorl y; nor will the person who perceives poorly in reading surel y
perceive s imilarly other data .
Perception, as it functions with words as data, then is rather a
special kind of percept ion and in the ma jority of cases it cannot be
predicted at all accurate ly from know ledge of other types of percept ion. (Gates , 1926, p. 436)
Stroud has contrastin g views to those of Gates.

He presents the pos-

sibility of a general factor of visual perception when he makes this statement:
It would hardly seem true that the ab ilit ies involved in perceiving words , letters , and d igits are separ ate abilities--if there is
a commo n mental set and a common mental reaction to be made. lf
"ability " be interpreted stri ctly to mean perfor man ce , without any
connotatio n of capac ity perception of geo metr ic desig ns may be regarded as a separate a bili ty, in the sense that it does not correlate
with o ther abilities. However, the low corre lations between perceptio n of designs a nd perception of words, letters , and dig its may
be due to differential practice , not to di ffere nces in innate capac iti es
in volved. (Stroud, 1945 , p. 495)

There ex ists a conc ern whether visual perception abilitie s can be developed or
facilitated through training. In cre ased and widespread interest in thi s area
was set forth by Renshaw (1945) and his co ll egues when he introduced tachistoscopic tra ining of individuals in rapid recognition of visu al forms.

T he

results of o ne hundred-six training and tes ting periods clearly ev id enced that
children who had re cei ved t raining in the tachistoscopic meth od r ead more
fluently and understandingly than c hildren who ha d not recei ved th is training
but who had equal ability.

Goins (1 958) was inspi r ed by Renshaw's experi-

ment, but was in disagre ement with his findings when the evidence of his
study indi cated that training in vis ual perception by the tachistoscopic method
produced no ga in in learning to read.

Frostig (1964) was als o concemed with
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training for visual perception development.

She maintained through her re-

search that there were five perceptual abilities important in the visua l perce ptual process whereby training in the area of difficulty would enable the
chi ld to overcome his perceptual problem before the difficulties were multiplied caus ing added problems.

She maintained that these five perceptual abili-

ties were not the total pr ocesses taking place in visual perception but they were
important parts which developed independently of one another with a definite
relationship between them and the child's ability to learn . In view of this evidence, she designed a number of tests to determine the area of difficulty and
to instigate the necessary training.

Results indi cated that specific training

based on the test outcome le ad to observab le changes in the c hild 's perceptual ability .

Further in vest igation undertaken by Sil verstein (1 965) tend

to support Frostig's premise of the value of d ire cting perceptual training toward the distinct area of per ce ption not ope rating corr ectly.
has contrasting views with those o f Silverstein and Frostig.

Olson (1966)
Through re-

sults of his research , he maintains that there is no relationship between
Frostig's test of visual percept ion and specific reading difficulties.

Readiness for reading
"There is no such thing as 'reading readiness',
readiness--more precisely , individual child read iness.

there is only chi ld
(DeHart , 1968, p.

207) Krippner also agrees that readiness is the key to all learning as he emphasizes in this statement: "Read iness is an essential factor in any phase of
learning . If an individual is to learn , some foundation for that learning must
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be established,

For example, reading ab ility does not suddenly appear; it is

based on a number of factors assoc iated with readiness." (Krippner, 1966,
p. 12)

Barrett (1962) indicates that from the ver y beginning there has been a
concern as to what facto rs were involved in reading readiness a nd reading achievement.

King (1969) believes as do other authors that readiness for reading

comes when a child matures.

Karlin (1957) agrees but further states that a

c hild's readiness cannot be measured by gross physical development.

Town-

send (1962) points out that research has not effectively challenged the "six
year generalization" which states in essence that a child who is six years old
chronologically and mentally should be ready for the skills required in beginning read ing.

Hampleman (1959) found that chi ldren chronologically older

upon entrance in school were not handicapped in learning , but in some cases
they made better progress than the younger children.

This generalization

which is implying "maturity" is also stressed by many other students of reading.

Townsend (1962) continues by relating results of a Canadian study which

indicated mental age a more significant determiner of readiness.

However , he

contends that both physical and inte ll ectual maturity will be the determining
factors as to whether or not the ch ild will succeed in his first reading attempts .
Accord ing to Thackray (1964) , research indicates that the important factors in
reading readiness are skills such as: visual discrimination, auditory discrimination, mental ability, home environment, and emotional and personal attitudes.
He co nducted experimental studies showing the correlation of these skills
with read ing achievement.

He found that auditory and visual discrimination
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correlated the highest with reading achievement . General ability and home
environment were found to be important , while personal attitudes and emotional
feelings were relatively unimportant.
That accurate perception is more important when child begins to read
is generally agreed upon by the investigators .

Betts as early as 1943 and

Harris more recently in 1961 noticed that in every reading readiness test
there was a part requiring some type of visual discrimination . Betts (1968) ,
Bernetta (1962 ), Cotes (1926) , Muehl (1961) , Wheelock (1967) , and Shea
(1968) support the theory that ability to visually discriminate or ability in
detecting likeness and difference in letters , words , and objects is a prerequisite in learning to read.

Bryan (1964) DeHirsch (1957) and Barrett (1965)

carry this aspect one step further in saying that those children unable to visually discriminate will be more likely to experience retardness in reading.
Coleman (1953) verifies these findings in his studies which revealed that
retardation in perceptual abilities lead the child to reading disability .

Of

the thirty-three children he tested having reading disabilities , twenty-seven
of them were perceptually retarded.

He also found that children with reading

disabilities were retarded in performance of various perceptual tasks in contrast to children showing no such disability.

Recent research of Wipple and

Kodman (1969) compared normal readers with retarded readers, both groups
having the same I. Q. Results were that the perceptual learning abilities of
the retarded readers were significantly inferior.
Results of a study conducted by Bryan (1964) and later verified through
studies of Rudnick (1967) indicated that vis ual perception abilities correlate
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more hi ghly with r ead ing readiness than does intell igen ce on the kindergarten
level.

On the first grade le vel , visual perception scores had greater predict-

ive value in reading succ ess th a n did intelligence and readiness.

For second

graders visual perception had the highest co rrelation with reading comprehens ion.

Inte lligence was a better predictor of reading success in third and fourth

grades . This investigation shows that visual perception is important in learning to read , but it contributes less as reading a bility developes at whi c h time
intelligence and reasoning take on greater significance.
King (1969) believes that reading should not begin before children are
ready.

She contends that the ability to see clo se objects starts developing

in infancy, and by the time the child is five or six years old he has developed
a degree of hand-eye coordination along with ab ility to focus both eyes on a
c lose o bject.

Hoppock (1966) carr ies the discussion further by pointing out

a statemen t made by Dr. Kenneth Zike, Head of the Department of Pediatri cs,
in which he says that the eyes of c hildre n in kindergarten may be able to r ece ive the visual images , but as high as 75 per cent of their neurologic al
systems have not reached the maturity to make connections between what they
see and what they understand . Not hing can be clone to speed up this process. it
just takes time .

Gesell , Ing and B ulli s (1949), Milner (1967) and Breckenridge

a nd Murphy (1964) support Hoppock's generali zation in their agreement that the
eyes of a child up to age six are still c hanging physically and are developing
uniquel y in each child.

Heilman (1 961) De Boer and Dallman (1960) agree

that if an attempt is made to teach a c hild to read before he is visually able
to learn many se rious problems may occur and the child will be more likely
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to fail.

It is important for the c hild to have reached visual maturity because

during the pre-read ing period greater demands are made on the child to di scriminate sizes , shapes, details , and spatial relationships.
Even though educators agree that reading instruction should not begin
before the children are ready , there is not a general agreement on the partieular method to use in fostering readiness .
A few believe that readiness for reading is an individual
matter which will result from maturation . Many more now believe
that the pre-reading program should be planned to teach specific
sk ill s. The evidence is accumula ting that readiness for reading
can be promoted by the implementation of a good pre-reading program . Through research, a beginning has been made in id entifying
certain skill s that will faci li tate learning to read, and others which
are of little value.
(King, 1969 , p . 552)
These readiness sk ills required for read ing don't just come natura lly, states
Co nn ell (1968), but they are learned ski ll s . Researchers have substianted the
val ue of a pre-read ing program and a r e now concerned with the question of
what shou ld be included in such a program.

King (1969) makes reference

to an ideal reading program as one whi c h includes li terature, lang uage, and
v isual and auditory training.

Pictures , stories, and language experience are

the main materials which will greatly contr ibute to co mprehension and later
read ing ab ility, for the thinking processes required in the activities are much
the same.

L achman (1960), Fabian (1945) , a nd Silver (1952) emphasize the im-

portance of perceptual motor maturity in developing reading abi li ly.

Because

the areas of the bra in controll ing motor function are the first to develop ,
Connell (1968) and Hunt (l!J61) maintain that the motor skills of learning to
write the letters of the alphabet would be th e easiest ski ll to teach first.
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Young chi ldren love to copy shapes, letters, words, and it can be a satisfytng ,
successful exper ience for them.
letters by s ig ht.

ThircJl y, to

Second ly , a child could learn to disti nguish

IP.~1·n

the order of symbols by ear .

The last and

most difficul t process invol ves speech and vision to associate the visual symbol
with its specific name.

Wilt (1968) indicates that understanding and use of

oral language is a prerequisite in a ch ild' s learn ing to read and understand
printed symbols .

These language abilities can be deve lop ed by encourag ing a

child to express his own ideas in words, and to li sten and understand the language of others.
Scott (1968) points out the views of Piaget and Inhelder in wh ich they
agree that early e nric hment programs s hou ld include seriation (perception-ordering by size) and class ifi cat ion (language--categor izing).

Connell reviews

the difficulty of the task facing c hil dren when she states:
Learning to verbalize and discriminate between 44 separate
sounds of the Eng li sh Language and learning to make 26 abstract
visual symbols according to a set pattern then learning the specific
names for these visual symbols is a difficult task. Some children
a re bound to fail. (Connell, 1968, p. 54)
However , King (1969) maintains that this failure can be prevented through a
preparation to help the child find success in early reading attempts a nd e l iminate potential reading problems which may cause failure.
A five year study begun by Hill erich (1966) s hows comparisons of a
group of 363 first grade chi ld ren who had the readiness program in Kindergarten with a group of 449 of those not having the program.

The results show-

ed th e experimental group benefiting from the readiness training by advancing
higher in reading at the end of the year.

Brezeinski (1967) a lso cites evidence
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from more recent research , the Den ver Study, in which it was dis covered that
pre-reading skill s developed in Kindergarten resulted in greater read ing s kill s
of c hil dren by the end of the fi rst grade.

Connell (1968) contends th at if a

teacher s preads the basic le a rning sk ill s over the pre vious year when th e
c hild is r eady to learn th ere might be a better cha nc e for s uccess in reading .
In s uc h a case the pre-reading progra m graduall y becomes the beg inning r eading program.

King mentions that "a c hild whose language isn't developed who is

weak in a udi tory a nd v isu al perception or has s imil ar problems, will benefit
g r ea tly from special activities whi ch will prepare him for the regul ar reading
experie nce." (K ing, 1969 , p . 552 ) However, she doesn't maintain th at a prereading program will solve all the probl e ms in reading : but she sees it as a
good beg inning to provide th e c hild with s uccesses to make lear nin g to read
m ore r e warding a nd enjoyable .

Beginning reading
According to Shum a rd (196 8) reading is one of the most com plicated
tasks a child will e ncounte r in hi s lifetime.

Oliver (1967) and Vernon (195

po int ou t that to a c hild words are onl y jumbles of black lines on th e white
page with no pattern or set form .

The letters are not clear and obvious ;

th ere fore, it is extre mel y easy for c hildre n to co nfuse words the same
length unl ess they note something unique abo ut them (double letters ee , ta il
on y) .

Howeve r , each child is expected to learn whi ch spoken words are re-

presented by eac h group of little black marks in order to read.

Another prob-

l em fac ing a chi ld is distingui s hin g between shapes alike in form but facing in
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differe nt directions (left and right sequen ce ; reve rsed and rotated lette rs).
To lear n tha t a letter means one thi ng when facing a certain direction and
another th ing when facing a diffe rent direction is diffic ult for any child to
understand and remem ber.

Some cons ider learn ing to talk as a ve r y compli-

cated process --but it can be learned through imitati on whereas reading cannot.
In fact reading is the first complex task a ch ild must learn through hi s own
efforts . He ilman (1967) beli eves that unless a child is able to differentiate
between letter forms and words on the page , it w ill be imposs ible for him to
read the words and derive meaning from them. Shumard (1968) and Oliver
(1967) continue to say that success in read ing is necessary to motivate further
success wh ich will eventually produce a skilled reader.
King state d that there are two ex tre mes whi ch s hould be guarde d
aga in st in the teaching of reading.

"One is an excess ive pressure to lear n

to r ead disregarding the ch il d ' s maturation and l eve l of development.

The

ot her is not sei z ing the right moment whe n the chi ld is motiva ted, interested,
and ready to learn." (King , 1969, p. 550) De Hart (1968) re lates that a c hild
is unable to a c t on the information before him until he is able to see, to perce ive, and to really understand what hi s eyes have seen . Hymes lend s h is
s upport to the child ' s indi vidua l maturational leve l of develop me nt.

"Each

c hil d must se t hi s own pace. The age to read blossoms in different c hildren
at diffe r ent times . . . forcing a ll c hildren to begin a t the same time hurts too
m any youngsters and spo il s read ing for too ma ny." (Hy me s, 19 68 , p. 38)
Strang , McCull ough a nd Trax ler (1 964) seem to agree with Hy mes
when they indicate that a child can be stimu lated for a s hort time to exceed
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his normal development rate, but this accelerated growth is only tempor a r y .
Th e child will soon resume his original growth pattern and grow in his own
natural pace , regardless of any premature t.r"ining.

The other extreme , not

seiz ing the "right" moment when a chi ld is motivated and interested in learning ,
can be just as disasterous as teaching reading too early . King (19 69) ma intains U1at the "right" moment is when a child s hows interest and responds to
events taking place around him , and when he is anxious to hear and use languages
to label objects he sees and plays with.

At this time the child is generally ready

for beginning reading--keeping in mind that every ch ild is an individual and must
be treated as s uch.

Zigler (1970) sees a middle cou rse between the two extremes

as the most successful approach.
De Hart maintains that there are a number of skills which are req uired
in readi ng.
l.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.
10.

She defines the following as a nutshell of the necessary sk ill s:
Gross motor control to maintain the correct posture necessary
to sit at a desk and hold a book in the proper position.
Fine muscle control to open a book and turn the pages.
Eye-band coord ination sufficiently advanced to insure ability to
focus vis ually upon a figure in space--first the book, then the
specific word to be read.
Ability to perceive a figure in space (figure ground perception) .
Directionality--ability to perceive and orient oneself to the top,
bottom, sides , front , a nd back of the object.
Ability to organize a temporal spatial re l ations hip , moving the
eyes sequentially from one word to the next , left to right , top
to bottom and page to page .
Ability to differentiate characteristics of letters that make up
words , small and capital letters , and words and pictures.
Ability to c lassify or recognize co mmon characteristics of words ,
pictures, numbers, letters , etc.
Ability to understand concepts presented in the text.
Ability to enter into a suffic iently positive interperson al relationship with a teacher to be motivated to lea rn to read .
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11. Well developed auditory discrimination inc luding es pecially the
ability to fo cus hear ing upon and repeat phone t ic sound s in words ,
in order to assoc iate these sounds with their visual counterparts
in reading.
12 . Ge neral abi lity to focus atte ntion upon the task at hand , invol ving
a ny of all the various sk ill s involved in readi ng. (De Ha rt, 1968,
p. 204)
The valu e of perceptual activity as playing a significant role in s ucces sfu l reading was demonstrated in studi es of E l kind, Lars en , a nd Van Doorninck
(1965) and a later study of E lkind a nd Deblinger (1967) .

Halgren (1961) re-

l ated an expe riment wh ic h establi s he d the positive e ffects of training in vis ual
perceptual methods compared w ith a s imil ar c lass trained by sta nd ard remedi al
read ing methods . The visual perception class were trained in acti viti es r equiring vis ual perception sk ill s such as eye movement patterns a nd ac ti vities
requi r ing q ui ck acc urate changing of eye fo c us.
to higher level s of training.

Th e c hildre n grad ua lly mo ved

The resu lts were sign ificant in all areas of the

read ing tests fo llow ing the train ing.

The remedial group meas ured a n increase

of . 08 years while the visual perceptu a l gro up measured an in crease of 1. I
years.

Other visual perceptua l s kills r equired in the interpretat ion of p ictures

have proven val uable in teaching reading as Monroe (19 51), King a nd Mue hl
(1965) found in thei r studies . They found th at s imilar words were learned
faste r when acco mpanied by a pic ture or by havin g the child say the word
when early reading attempts were made .
Harri s (1962) review s two confli cting views in the teaching of reading:
One view he ld by Witty (1961) a nd others, represents a meaning first appraoch
wh ic h is better explained as a cognitive pro cess of thought patterns.

The main

str ess in this approach is on the meaning of words , sentences, and stories
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while emphasis on alphabet symbols comes late r.

In the second view held by

Bloomfield (1942 ) and Diack (1960) beginning reading is seen as a perceptual
ab ility in which a child makes the necessary discrim ination before interpre lation of the wr itten symbols into spoken words can occur.

Even though tl1e

meaning first approac h has been most popular in America, the discrimination
first approach is reappearing especially since a number of books : Why
Johnny Can't Read by Flesch, Bloomfield and Barnhart's L et's Read, and
Chall 's The Great Debate were published.
In the a nalys is of Chall 's (1969) research, she indi cates the first step
in learning to read is mastery of the alphabetic code.

According to her find-

ings this approach produced better word recognition and spell ing which made
beginning reading easier for most children .

Her claims are supported by

Anderson and Dearborn (1952) .
Harris (1962) explains that both methods, meaning and discrimination,
w ill succeed in teaching children to read but only th e emphasis is different.
In the meaning e mphasis approach the written word serves as
a sign of an idea of which the child has experienced or is familiar
with . In the discrimination approach the emphasis isn't on the language and meaning so much as it is distinguishing between the wri tten symbols and their individual sounds in speech. Discrimination
is a step to unlock the sound of a word and after identifying the
sound, determining its meaning if they are familiar with it.
(Harr is, 1962, p . 6)
Harris continues to say that a balance between discrimination and meaning
will produce better results in beginning reading.

He maintains that there

arc two cond itions necessary for a n effective reading program:

Fir~t

U1e de-

mands of meaning and discrimination must be met in a way which the child
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best understand and utili ze the information.

Second , i t must be presented to

c hil dren on their developmental leve l fulfilling their needs.

"It is in thi s way

that the ch ild e ngages in reading as a meaningful, thinking activity , and de ve lops
a more favorable attitude toward reading which is so important. " (Harris ,
1962, p .
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METHODS 1\ND PROCEDURES

The three Ch ild De ve l opme nt L aboratories which are operated by the
Department of Family and Child Deve lopment are located in a large complex
called the Family Life Bui lding at Utah State Un iversity.

The purpose of the

Laboratories is to fo s ter the inte llectua l , e motional , social , and phys ical
growth as well as the development of each indi vi dua l child enrolled in the laboratory . It is the desire of the teachers a nd staff to fill the hours spent in the
l aboratories wi th enjoyable learning activities which stimulate furth er growth
a nd development.

First hand experie nces are e mphas i zed as havi ng the great-

es t learn ing potential for a c hild.
1\vo groups of childre n meet in each laborato r y Monday through
Thursday of eac h wee k for 2 1/ 2 hours.

The teache r s stay an a ddi tional hour

for setting up equipment, clean up r esponsibilities , and d iscussion of the clay's
ac tivities.

F r iday is utili zed by the teachers to plan for the coming week ' s

ac ti vi ties and to make any nece ssary preparat ions such as rearranging the
equipment in the room and pl ac ing new toys on the s he! ves.
The North, East, and West Laboratories share a central kitchen , li brar y, a nd three equipme nt clo sets in whic h a ll of the indoor equipment such a s
puz zles , e ducational games, small wooden cars and trucks, rubber animals ,
numerous manipulati ve toys and sc ience eq uip ment i s stored . There is a l arge,
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spacious playground outside for the children 's use with excellent outside equipment, some of which is permanent while other moveable equipmen t is sto red in
an adjacent garage .
Each child Development Laboratory has an accompanying observation
booth contain ing a one-way glass t-hrough whi ch the observer can view the
children a nd hear their conversation through the audio screening above and
below the glass.

There are small tables , chairs , toilets and sinks suited for

a child's use as well as moveable shelves for manipulative equipment. Each
child has an individual locker for extra clothing and personal items as well as
being a place of his own while he is at school. Each room contains a blo c k
area with different sizes and shapes of blocks, a manipulative area with equipment for small muscle development and intellectual st imulation, a hou sekeep in g
area conta ining child-siz ed furniture, a rug area where books, records, and a
record player are located, and a jungle gym for large muscle development.
The Child Development Laboratories serve a dual purpose. One important fun c tions is to provide three-and four- year-old children with learning
experiences which will stimu late their overall growth and development and prepare them with the necessary skill s for a more s uccess ful future.

The children

e nrolled in the laboratories live in Logan or in near-by communities within
Cache Valley.

Many of the parents are associated with Utah State Un iversity

in that they are teachers , secretar ies, or perhaps students , while others may
have no connection.

The children are mainly from middle-class economic homes.

Prior to attendance in the laboratory the child's name is placed on a waiting list
until he comes of age and there is an avail able open ing .
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The second purpose of the laboratories is to give student teachers the
training and experience necessary for them to become teachers of young children.
During this time they learn valuable guidance methods , room arrangements for
effective teaching such as : proper selections of books, records , a nd pictures;
and management of the entire group of 20 children as well as learning to work
with individua l children.

During the quarter each student teacher is responsible

for planning two or more weeks activities around a central theme or concept at
which time she becomes the Head Teacher and the other student teachers lend
their support in carrying out the activities.

The goals and objectives for each

activity are listed on each lesson plan and are intended to reinforce the main
co ncepts.

The day is flexible ; no two days are alike in composition.

One day there may be stories read to the group, a food experience , a
musi cal experience, or an interesting visitor; while another day th e c hildren
may participate in an art experience, a science experience, or go on an excursion to various places of interes t on or off the campus . No matter how different
each day's activ ities are, there is a special time set aside when a chi ld is free
to choose any area he desires to play in and use any of the equipment or facilities in the room.

During this time children receive personal attention and

extra help with any problems or questions they may have.

It was during free

play when the investigator asked individual children to go into another room to
play a game with puzzles.

The child was absent from his room for five to ten

minutes two days per week for three weeks.

The Library, a smaller room

a djacent to the laboratory , was used for the practice sessions .

There was a
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small round table with chairs at which the investigator and child sat side by
side while working with the puzzles.

Instrument

The in strument which was used in the study was developed by Teaching
Resources.

lt co nsis ted of six 6xl0 inch picture puzzles depi cti ng only one ele-

ment, either an animal or a fruit.

The pictures of a peach, apple, orange , dog ,

horse, and cat were realistic in drawing and color.

There was a black border

on each of the first four levels and last level in each set of puzzles.
surrow1ded the picture on the fifth level.

No border

The border aids the c hil d in attend-

ing to the task by limiting hi s visua l field and by servi ng as a clue in putting
the puzzles together.

On th e last level (leve l s ix) the fruit or an imal was a

black o utlin e drawn on a white background.

For developing visual perception ,

each puzzle is cut in such a way that a complete segment within each illustration
is always shown- - a stern , an animal's eye or a leg , and so forth.

Within one

puzzle set, as the tasks progressed, the size of the pieces was reduced and the
number of pieces was increased.

From the physical nature of the puzzles , they

had the capac ity to promote visual perception and provide the earliest type of
read ing readiness tasks .
Teaching Resource Materials consisted of six levels: Level one consists of the uncut puzzle , colored, with a border.

Level two is the puzzle cut

into two pieces from top to bottom , colored with a border.

Le vel three puzzle

is cut into three pieces horizontally, co lored, with a border. L evel four puzzle
is cut into quarters (combining the vertical and hori zontal cuts).

Level five is
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the same cut as level four but with no border.

Level six is the puzzle cut as

in level three, with a border and black out line without color.

The teaching

was accomplished through invol vement of the c hild , and the experimenter
g i ving him instructional cues on each level of the puzzles.

See Figure l.

Pilot Study

Five children , three boys and two girls , ages three and four were randomly selected from the two Child Development Laboratories at Utah State
University.

During free play periods in the laboratory, an individual child

was asked to accompany the experimenter into another room to play a game
wit11 puzzles.

A room next to the laboratory was used for each session.

The

ch ild was sea ted on a chair at a small table with the experimenter sitting next
to him.

After a brief introduction and talking period with the child, such as

learning the child's name and age, the following approach was taken:
Experimenter: I have some pictures of different fruits and animals
that we are going to look at together, and then you will get to
put some puzzles together to make the different pictures.
At this point Level one, which is the Introduction, was presented to the
ch ild in this way:
Orange
1. Here is a picture of an orange .
I'll place it on the table so that both of us can see it.
2. Notice the black border around the picture .
(Experimenter points to the black border .)
We call it a black border because it is a black line that
goes all the way around the picture.
3. Notice the stem on the orange.
(E>.-perimenter points to the stem.)

I
I
I
I

I

I

I

I

I
Level I

pu zz le cuts

Leve l 11

pu zz le cuts

I

I
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_,_
I

_
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-

I
Level III & VI pu zz le cuts
Fi gu re 1.

Leve l IV & V puzz le cuts

Ill ustration of the puzzle cuts in each of the six leve ls of fruit and animal picture puzz les.

-
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Peach
1. Here is a picture of a peach .
I ' ll place it on th e table so that both of us can see it.
2. Notice the black border arou nd the picture.
(Experimenter points t.o the hl~ <'k harder .)
3. Notice the line on the peach.
(Experimente r points to th e line.)
.:ie.E.!~
The first and second i ns lructional cue s are the same as above cues
substituting the word appl e.
3. Notice the leaves on the apple.
(Experimenter points to the leaves . )
The first and second in st ruc tional cues are the same as above
substituting the word clog .
3 . Notice the longue of U1e dog .
(Points to tongue)
Horse
The first and second in s tructional cues are the same as above
s ubstituting the word horse .
3 . Notice the he ad of the horse.
(po ints to head)
The first and second in structio nal cue s are the same as above
s ubstituting the word cat.
3. Notice the tail of the cat.
(points to the tai I)

Second session
The experimenter placed the uncut puzzle on the table to the side of th e
c hild .

The two pieces of the puzzle were then handed to the child face clown.

The ch ild was asked to pu t the pieces together to make the picture which wa s
before him.

The following instruct ional cues were given.

Orange
1. Here is a picture of an orange .
I 'll place it on the table so that both of us can see it.
2. Here is another picture of an o range, but this picture has been
cut into two pieces . Will you please put the two pieces tugeU1e r
so that they make a pi c ture that looks the very same as this
picture .
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3. Notice the black border around the picture.
4. Notice the stem on the orange .
The same procedure was followed using the same cues with the remainder of the
picture puzzles on the second l evel substituting the app ropriate words as call ed
for.

From the results of the Pilot Study, it was determined that the following

changes would be made in the Main Study: The pictures in l eve l one were to
be presented twice at which t im e the e,:perimenter wi ll point out the specific
objects he wishes to call to the ch ild 's attention.

During the second presenta-

tion, the child will be asked to point to the objects which were previously shown
to him.

The presentation will be made in this way:
Orange
1. Here is a picture of ru1 orange.

I'll place it on th e table so that both of us can see it.
2. Point to the black border arow1d the picture .
(Child points to the border.)
3. Point to the stem of the orange .
(Child points to the stem.)
The secon d expos ure will reinforce the first introduction which will better
establish the concepts in the ch ild 's mind a nd e nable him to participate a nd
become more involved in the task. It was also determined to work with each
ch ild indi vidually.

By doing this , the experimenter is able to direct full atten-

lion towards the child and maintain c loser personal contact with him.

Each

child is to be presented w ith two l eve ls eac h week allowing two days between
each session.

The sessions are to extend over a period of three weeks until

a ll five levels have been presented to the individual c hildren. It was found
that the child cou ld very eas ily work through two le vels a week.

The most

important consideration was to be sure a ll pictures on one level were presented
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before the child was introduced to a highe r level.

This number of presentations

gives the child enough exposure to the puzzles to enable him to remembe r what
he is doing from s ession to s ession whil e at the same time not co nfusing him
w ith too grea t a number of tasks to complete.

It was determined that the

le ngth of each session would be from fiv e to ten minutes as the c hildren were
more attenti ve and worked harder in this s horter period of time.

Durin g

the Pilot Study many of the children put the puzzles together correctly but
many limes they were upside down or placed on an angle.

Some of the chil-

dren were unaware that they had placed their puzzles in a different position ;
therefore , for the Main Study there will be a line of tape placed on the table
to indicate a base line with the intention that the child will see it as a bottom
li ne and wi ll place the bottom of the picture on the line.

The c hild' s attention

will be directed to the baseline and its purpose will be explained . It was
learned from the author of a compan ion study that it would be most beneficial to the child if the order of presentation of fruit puzzles was altered.

The

orange was found to be one of the most difficult puzzles requiring greater d isc rimination. It was surmised that if the child put the easier puzzles together
fir st, he would have a less difficult time putting the orange picture puzzle together .

Consequently , the order of presentation of the fruits is to be peach ,

apple, and orange.

The experimenter selected 20 subjects from a group of 80 children
who were between three and four years of age from the East and West Chi ld
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Development Laboratories at Utah Slate Univers ity. The ch ildren were given
a pre-test to evaluate their present visual per ception abilities, making certain
that all ch ildren were to begi n on the s ame level , and also enab ling the experimenter to note any growth during the tra ining sess ions .
The la st level (le vel s ix ) of the fr uit and animal picture puzzle s served
as the pre-test.

It consisted of th e pu zz les draw n in black outline and c ut

horizontally into three pieces . The c hild was given no instructional c ue s during the test.

From the results of the pre-tests, the children were divided into

two groups w1der the condition U1 at th ey were unable to put the last level of the
puzzles together correc tly.

The fir s t10 boys and 10 girls meeting the criteria

of the s tudy (inability to perform th e visual discr imination task) we r e retain ed
for the ma in study . The nam es of th e three year old girl s and boy s were
placed into separate groups.
Three names wer e then drawn randoml y from each group for the experimental gro up and the remaining names com pri se d the control group . The same
procedure was foll owed for the four year o ld chi ldren until the experimental
group was co mplete with three g ir ls three years old, two g ir ls four year s o ld:
three boys fo ur years old , and two boys three years old, m ak ing a total of 10
c hildre n. The control group co nsisted of the same number of three-and fo uryear-old child re n . Age and sex of th e child were the controlling factors in this
study by which the investigator m atched children in the experimental a nd co ntrol
groups.

The contr ol group of 10 children received no training in visual percep-

t ion acti vities . The other group of 10 c hildre n rece ived training and prac ti ce
through th e use of the fruit a nd animal pu zz les an d served as the exper imental
group .
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Main S tudy

I\venty c hildren three and four years of age were randomly se lected
fro m the Child De velopment Laboratories at Utah State University.

The c hi I-

dre n were administe red a pre-test to evaluate their level of visual perce ption
a nd a lso to enable the investigator to note a dditional growth during the sessions .

Pre-test
Each individual chi ld was asked by the author to go in to the Library ,
a room apart from the Child Development L aborator y to play a game.

The

c hild was assu red at this tim e that he wo uld be returning in just a few minutes .

The last level (leve l s ix) of the fr uit a nd animal puzzles served as the

pre-test.
Exper imenter: Today we are go ing to play a fun game with pi cture
puzz les . I will g ive yo u puzz les of different fruits and an ima ls
and you can put the puzzles together to make the co mplete picture .
The c hild was then presented with the picture of the puzzle ; fir st the
fruits: peac h, apple, orange and then the an im al s : dog, horse , and cat.

The

puzzles we r e drawn in black outlin e a nd c ut into three hori zo ntal pieces.

The

c hild put the puz zle together using hi s ow n judgment receiving no help or promptings while the investigator sat quietl y be s id e him . When the child indicated
that he was finished the in ves tigator marked a score sheet , noting whether the
c hild had put the pu zzle pieces together co rre ctly or incorrectly .
The c hildren were divided into two groups under the condition of inability to put the puz zle pieces together co rrectly as indicated by the pre-test.
The twenty children were matc hed by sex a nd age into a control g roup of fi ve
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girls and five boys which received no tra ining or practice in visual perception
activities .

The other group of ten chil dren, five girls and fi ve boys , rece i ved

addi t ional practice a nd training in putting p uzzles together and served as the
experimenta l group .

Twi ce for three weeks, a pproximately eight minutes in

each sess ion, these children in the experimental gro up worked individua lly with
the pu zz les and the author.

The co ntinuing sess ions went as follows:

First sess ion (Level I, In troduction)
This session served a dual purpose.

It was intended to better acq ua int

a uth or and child with one another thereby helping the c hild feel more at ease
and comfortable during the sess io ns.

Also it served as an introdu c ti o n to the

practice sessions which were to follow.

The follow ing approach was tak e n:

E x per imenter: I have some pictures of different fruits and animals
that we are going to look a t togethe r, and then you will get to
put some puzzles together to make the different picture s .
The exper ime nter seated bes ide the c hild placed the uncut pu zz le in front of
him telling him about each picture as it was shown.
placed face cl own on the table.

The picture was then

There was a s trip of tape 1 inch wide and 10

in ches long placed on the table to serve as a baseline for the child in placing
the bottom of the puzzle on the line of ta pe .

The different fruits and animal s

were introduced to the child in the fo ll owing order, using the foll ow in g
instructi onal cues:
Peach
1. Here is a picture of a peach.
I'll place it on the table so that both of us can sP.e it.
2. No tice the black border around the picture.
(E>:perimenter po in ts to the black border . )
We call it a black border bec ause it is a black line
that goes all the way around the picture.
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3 . Notice the line on the peach .
(Experimenter points to the line.)
~
1. Here is a picture of an apple.

I ' ll place it on the table so that both of us can see it.
2 . Notice the black border arou nd the picture.
(Experimenter po ints to the black border.)
3 . Notice the leaves on the a pple .
(Exper ime nter points t o the leaves.)
Orange
The first and second instructional cues are the sa me as above
substituting the word orange .
3. Notice the stem on the orange.
(Expe r imenter points to the stem.)
~
1. Here is a picture of a dog.

I'll place it on the table so that both of us can see it.
2. Notice the black border around the picture .
(points to the black border)
3. Notice the tongue of the dog.
(po ints to tongue)
Horse
The first and second in struct io na l cues are the s ame as a bove
s ubstituting the word hor se for dog.
3. Notice the head of the horse.
(po ints to head)
T he first and second instruc tional cues are th e same as above
substituting the word cat.
3. Notice the tail of the cat.
(points to the tail)
During the second presentation of the pictures the ch ild was able to participate and become more involved by po in ti ng out the spec ific objects the exper imenter had call ed his attention to earlier.
the pictures were shown twice.

Level one was the on ly level in whi c h

The second presentation preceded in thi s man-

ner:

Peach
1. Here is a picture of a peach .

I'll place it on the table so that both of us can see it.
2 . Point to the black border around the picture .
(Child points to the border.)
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3. Point to the 1i ne on the peach.
(Child points to the line.)
The same procedure was used in presenting lhe remainder of the pictures on
leve l one to the c hild.

Second session (Level II)
Thee per im enter pl aces the unc ut puzz le to the side of the chi ld.

The

exper im enter hands two pieces of the puzzle c ut ve rtically face down to th e chi ld
and instructs him to put the pieces together to make the picture which is before
him us ing the fo llowing cues:
Peach
1. Here is a picture of a peach.

1 '11 place it on the table so that both of us can see it.
2. He re is another picture of a peach, but this picture has been
cut into two piec es .
3. Will you please , put the two piece s together so that they make
a pi c ture that look s just like this picture.
4. Notice the black border around the picture.
5. Notice the lin e o n the peach.
Apple
The first, second , third, and fourth cues a re the same as U1e above
s ubstituting the word apple for peach.
5. Notice lhe leaves on the appl e.
Orange
The fir st , second , third , and fourth cue s are the same as U1 e above
subst ituting the word orange.
5. No tice the stem on the orange .

.:!22.&
1. Here is a pic ture of a dog .

I '11 place it o n th e table so that both of us can see it.
2. He r e is another picture of a dog , but this picture has bee n c ut
into two piece s .
3. Will you pleas e put the two pieces together so U1at they make a
picture that looks like thi s p icture.
4. otice the black border arou nd the picture.
5. oti ce the tongue of the dog.
Horse
The first, second, third , and fourth c ues are the same as the above
su bstituting the word horse.
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5.

otice the head of the horse.

The first , second , third and fourth c ues are the same as the above
substituting the wor d cat.
5. Notice the tail of the cat.

T htrd sess ion (Le vel III)
The next developmental level was the puzzle cut hori zontally into three
pieces.

At this level, the number of pieces had been increased and their s ize

decreased, but the method o f presentation was basically the same as w ith the
vert ical cut in the seco nd sess ion .

Fourth sess io n (Level l V)
In this sess ion the child was presented with both vertical and hori zo nta l
c uts of the pu zzle making four pu zz le parts to each picture surrounde d by a
blac k border.

This task was structured to provide the child an opportun ity

to consol id ate his previous le a rning exper ie nce w ith the puzzles.

At this level,

it was determ ined that the c hild no longer needed the whole un c ut pu zz le befo re
him as a gu ide ; ilierefore, it was not presented .

Fifth sess ion

(Level V)

Progress ion through the level s ha ve gradually become mor e difficu lt;
therefo re , in thi s session the pu zz les are prese nted without a border .
quently the clue of observ ing the bl ack border was eliminated.

Subse-

The vertical

and hor izon tal cu ts were again combined with the co lored illustration to provide
th e c hild an opportunity to stre ngthen hi s ab ility in see ing the parts as contr ibu ting to the whole.

The introduc tion of the puzz les without the black border
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r e mo ve s the support of limitwg th e child's visual field , thus conditioning the
ch1ld to contend with the unlimited vi s ual field of the pr inted page.

Sixth session pos,-test
The post-test is the same as the pre-test which consists of level six
of the fruit and animal puzzles . The child was presented with the picture of
the object drawn in black outline on white backgrow1d cut into three horizontal
pieces . The child was asked to put the pieces together to make a complete
picture .

During this period the child was not aided by instructional c ues

from the experimenter.

Analysis of Data

The statistical test emp loyed in the study was the Chi-Square Goodness
of Fit Test. It was used to determine whether any s ignificant difference existed
between the scores of the experimental group of 10 chi ldren and the group of
10 c hildren in the control group on the task comprising the post-test.

The

test was also used to determine if there were any significant differences in
the scores of girls and boys and older and younger children in the expe rimental
and co ntro l group.
The in vestigator also determ ined from the results of the pre-test and
post-test scores if there was any sign ifi cant growth dur ing this period of time
in the visual perceptual abilities of chi ld ren in the experimental group.
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FINDI NGS

The r esults of the te s ting did not co nfirm any of the hy potheses .

Hypoth-

esis One: Experience in vis ual discrimination tasks will have no effec t in promoting vis ua l perceptual abi liti es in ch ildren.
Thi s hypothesis was not validated for the testing indicated that there
was a significant difference in the scores of c hildren on the pre-test and posttest at the .01 level of significance.

Those children having had experience in

vis ual discri mination task s improved s ignificantly over those childre n lacking
s uc h exposure .
Hypothes is Two : There will be no s ig nifi cant differe nce between gir ls
a nd boys in the control and experime nta l group in their visual perception
deve lopment as measured in lhe v isu a l discrimination tasks .
This hypothesis was not con fir med.

Testing results indicated that the

girl s in the exper ime n tal group improved s ign ifi cantly over the boys in the
visua l discrimination tasks as meas u red th ro ugh pre- test and post-test scores .
However, there was no s ignifi cant difference in th e visual perce ptu al developm en t o f g irl s and boys in the co nt rol group .
Hy pothesis Three : There will be no s ignifi cant difference in perceptual
abilities of older and younger c hildren.
This hypothesis was not valid ated in that the yo unger c hildren in the
exper im ental group increased their visua l perceptual skills significantly over
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the older children in the experimental group .

There was no significant diiTe r-

e nce in perceptual abilities of older and younge r children in the co ntrol group.
The ta s k of the pre-test required the children to put togethe r three
pieces of picture puzzles, three fruits (peac h, apple , orange) and three animals (dog , horse, cal) . He was given a score of one point for eac h puzz le
piece placed in the correct position . There were s ix picture puzzles with
three po in ts possible for each puzzle enabling the ch ild to receive a total s c ore
of 1 .

The test was administered to many c hildren , but those childre n able to

c omplete the tasks successfully were eliminated while those children unable to
put all the puzzle pieces together correctly were retained for the main study.
The ch ildren in the study were equally divided by their sex and age into an
exper imental and control group. (See Table l)
A comparison of the pre-le~l ""ure~ of the experimental group a nd the

control group was made to be certain that a ll the chi ldren were beginning at
relali vely the same level. In the statistical analysis there was no s ignificant
diffe rence at the . 01 level in the scores of the experimental and control groups
thereby indicating that all the children did begin on comparatively the same
developmental level.
The experimental group of five boys and five girls received tra ining and
practice in visual perceptual act ivities twice a week for three weeks , six to
ten minutes each session, while the contro l group of five boys and five girls
had no training and practice. After the three week training sessions both the
ch ildren in the experincental and control groups were given the same post-test
for visual perception ability . The task the chi ldren completed for the post- test
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Tabl e 1.

Age, sex , a nd pre-test scores for c hil dr e n in the experimenta l and
control g r oup s.

Exe e rime ntal Gro ue
Pr e- test
Age
yr. mo .
Sub jec t
Sex
sc ore

Subj ec t

Age
F · mo

Kri s ty

3-3

F

L esly

3- 8

F

8

Susan

3- 9

F

2

Juli e Ann

3- 6

F

7

Heathe r

3- 7

F

3

Juli e

3- 7

F

4

Connie

4- 2

F

7

P atty

4- 3

F

12

Kri s t in

4- 4

F

9

To nj a

4- 2

F

8

T odd

3-8

M

11

Johnny

3- 5

M

12

Ke lly

3- 5

M

8

Ki r k

3-7

lVI

9

Gregg

4-1

lVI

7

Er ic

4-1

lVI

2

Ki r k

4- 8

lVI

12

Sh aw n

4-5

lVI

13

Bruce

4-1

lVI

11

David

4-9

M

9

Co ntrol Grou p
P re-test
Sex
score

Totals
Su bjec ts 10
Sum of P re-test Sco re s 71

was the

~a lile a~

Subj ec ts 10
Sum of Pre -test Sco r es 84

Lhe pre-tes t task in which tJv, child wa s req ui r ed to place to-

ge th e r the three fru it and three anim al puzz les of level six of th e Teac hing
Resource Puzzles.

The pic ture s we r e vo id of color being draw n in bl ack

o utline and cut in three hori zontal pieces.

No in s tr uctional cues we r e g iven

a t this time en abling the c hi ld to c omplete the task using his own know ledge
a nd skill.
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The beg inning pre- test scores of U1e c h ildren in th e experime ntal group
were comp ared to their ending post- test scores to deter m ine if sign ifi cant impr ove me nt in the ir vis ual percepti on skill s ha d been made th rough the co nce ntrated practice sess ions . (See Table 2.)

Table 2 . P re- test a nd pos t-test sco r es ol ch ildre n in the expe rime ntal g r o up

Su bjec t

Pre- tes t
sco r e

K r is ty

1

16

Susan

2

18

Heath e r

3

18

Conni e

7

18

K ri st in

9

18

Todd

11

18

Ke ll y

8

18

Gregg

7

18

K irk

12

18

Bru ce

11

17

P os t-test
s co r e

Tota ls
Subj ects 10
Sum of Pre-test scores 71

Sum of P ost- tes t s co r es 177
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The testing indi cated that there was s ignificant difference in the scores
of ch ildren on the pre-test and post-test at the. 01 leve l of significance, which
indicates a disti net impro ve me nt from the practice sessions.
The net difference in the pre-test and post-test scores of the experimental group ch ildren was determined to learn if one sex improved significantl y over the other in developing their visual perceptual abilities.

(See

Table 3 . )

Table 3.

Net difference in pre-test and post -test scores of g irl s and boys
in the experimental group

Subjects
_Girls
Kristy
Susa n
Heather
Con ni e
Kristi n

Pre-test
score

2
3
7
9

P ost-test
score
16
18
18
18
18

Sum of
difference
15
16
15
11
9

Subjects 5
Sum of Difference 66
Boys
Todd
Kelly
Gregg

11

Kirk

12

Bruce

11

Subje cts 5
Sum of Difference 40

8

1
18
18
18
17

7
10
11
6

6
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The testing indi cated that there was significant difference in the pretest a nd post-lest scores of the boys and girls .

The improvement of the girls

exceeded lhal of the boys from their pre- test lo t he post- te st sco r es at the . 01
leve l o f s ignifi cance .

The girl s r esponded with more rapid growth in this situ-

ation than t he boys . In examination of the scores it is evident t hat the g irls
started at a lower le vel of deve lopme nt. Since all c hildren reached m axi mum
performance , the girls showed th e greatest growth.

However, if the in strum ent

h ad o ffered greater opportunity for further progress , the boys may have shown
as much growth as the girls.
There was a compari son of the pre- test a nd post-test scores of o lder
and younger childre n in the exper imenta l group to determine if age was a sign ifica nt factor in the study .

(See Tabl e 2b)

The younger childre n improved s ignificantly at the . 01 level over the
older c hildren as indicated from a comparison of their pre-test and posttest sco res.

H ~ wever ,

results ind icaled that both younger and o lder c hildren

made s ignifi ca nt improvement in their visu al perception abilities thro ug h the
practice sess ions.

The testing indi cates that younger children demon str a ted

more rapid growth through the practice sess io ns than the boys . A valid
reason for this is because they started a t a lower l eve l.

Since all c hildren

reached maximum performance , the younge r c hildren showed the greatest
growth. If a different instrument had been used , older children may have
shown as muc h of possibly greater progress a s the younger children because
of their matur ity .
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Table '!.

Subjects
Older

Pre-test and post-test scores of older and younger children in the
experimental group

Age

vr.

Pre-test
score

mo.

Post-test
score

Connie

4-2

7

18

Kristin

4-4

9

18

Gregg

4- 1

7

18

Kirk

4-8

12

Bruce

4- 0

11

Subjects 5
Sum of pre- test sco res 46

17

Sum of post-test scores 89

Younger
Kr isty

3-3

Su sa n

3-9

2

Heather

3-7

3

Kelly

3-5

Todd

3-8

Subjects 5
Sum of pre-test scores 25

16
18

18
11

18

Sum of post-test scores 88

A compar iso n of the pre-test scores to th e post- test scores of the
children in the control group was made .

(See Tabl e 5· )
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Tabl e 5 . Pre-test and post-test scores of children in the control group.

Control Grou12 Children
Pre-test
Score

Subjects
Lesly

8

Julie Ann

Post-test
score
14
2

Julie

4

9

Patty

12

12

Tonja

12

Johnny

12

15

Kirk

9

14

Er ic

2

6

Shawn

13

16

David

9

18

Subjects 10
Sum of pre-test scores 84

Sum of post-test scores 124

The test ing indicated that there was s ignif icant difference in the scores
of chi ldr e n on the pre-test and post-test at the . 01 level of sign ificance.
The difference in pre-test and post-test scores of contro l group c hi!dren was determined to learn if one sex showed sign ifican t improvement over
the other.

(See Table 6.)

The testing indicated that there was no significant difference in the
pre-test and post-test scores of the boys and girls .
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Ta ble 6.

Net difference in pre-lest and post-test scores of girls a nd boys
in the control group .

Subjects
Girls

Pre-test
score

Post-test
score

Sum of
difference

Lesly

8

14

6

Julie Ann

7

2

-5

Julie

4

9

5

Patty

12

12

0

Tonja

8

12

4

12

15

3

Kirk

9

14

5

Eric

2

6

4

Shawn

13

16

3

David

9

18

9

Subjects 5
Sum of difference 20
Bo;·s
Johnny

Subjects 5
Sum of differences 24

A compariso n of pre-test and post- test scores of older and younger

children in the control group was made lo determine if age was a significant
factor in the study.

(See Table 7.)

There was no significant difference between the scores of the older
and younger ch ildren at the . 01 level of significance .
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Table 7

Snbjects
Older

Pre-lest and post-lest scores of older a nd younger c hildren in the
control group

Age

Pre-test
score

yr. mo.

Post-test
score

Patty

4-3

12

12

Tonj a

4 -2

8

12

Eric

4- 1

2

6

Shawn

4-5

13

16

Dav id

4- 9

9

18

Subjec ts 5
Sum of pre-test sco res 44

Sum of post-test scores 64

Younger
Lesly

3-8

8

14

Julie Ann

3-6

7

2

Julie

3- 7

4

g

Johnny

3- 5

12

15

Kirk

3 -7

9

14

Subjects 5
Sum of pre-test sco res 40

Sum of post-tes t scores 54

A compar iso n of the post-test scores of chi ldren in the exper imental
a nd control group was made to determine if experie nce in vis ual discrimination
tasks in co nce ntra ted and foc userl prar.t.ir.e
visu a l percep tua l abilities.

(See Table 8. )

~essions

would in crease childre n' s
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Table 8 . Post-test scores of ch ildren in the experimental and control groups.
Experimental Group
Subjects
Post-test
score

Subjects

Kristy

16

Lesly

Susan

18

Julie Ann

2

Heather

18

Juli e

9

Connie

18

Patty

12

Kristin

18

Tonja

12

Todd

18

Johnny

15

Kelly

18

Kirk

14

Gregg

18

Eric

6

Kirk

18

Shawn

16

Bruce

17

David

18

Control Group
Post-test
Score
14

Totals
Subjects 10
Sum of post-test scores 177

Subjects 10
Sum of post-test scores 124

The post-test scores of the total experimental group are significantly
greater at the . 01 level than the scores of the total cont rol group.
It is evident from the high scores of the experimental group over the

control group that the visual perceptual abilities of these children were increased through the practice sessions with discrimination tasks . E very child
in the experimental group showed improvement in their visual perceptual ability
at the end of the practice sessions.

Eight of the ten children achieved a perfect
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sco r e on the post-test and the other two children , a boy and a g irl , were on ly
o ne and two points (respectivel y ) away from a perfect score .
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DIS CUSSTON OF F TNDTNGS

The c hildren participating in the s tudy es pecially thos e in the experimental gro up were most cooperat ive a nd e nthusiastic in working with the a uthor
perform ing the required tasks.

They happ ily accom panied the author into

another room for each sess ion and never displayed a ny undersirable behavior
or reluctance to leave the ir room.

This success was due in part to the exp lan -

ation that the child wo uld be able to play a spec ial game, o ne which would be
fun and al so very s hort.

It is believed that the required tasks were a c hallenge

the c hild wanted to complete by him se lf.

In several instan ces th e child would

say, "Now, don't write it down yet- -I 'm not finis he d." Upon he ar ing thi s,
the author ass ured the child that he would have all the time he needed to complete the task.
Different ch ildren would again ask what the picture was going to be while
moving the puzzle pieces into var ious positions.

They became extremely excit-

ed when they fit together the pieces a nd saw th a t it was a particular fr uit or an
a nimal .

Their faces beamed whe n th ey r eali ze d they had complete d the task

successfully by themsel ves.
They in variably mad e a co mment to the e ffect that they li ked the fruit,
that t hey had eate n it, or that their mothers had bought some for the m . They
abu matTe

~imilar comment~

about the a nimal s.

Many chi ldren mentioned the

a nim als s ize, that they h ad this particular a nima l for a pet, or that they li ked
the a nim al.

It is believed that part of the success in the use of the fr uit and
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animal puzzles could be attr ibuted lo the familarity the children had with the
pictures presented to them.

Another reason is that the puzzles were matched

to their level of development.
It was interesting to note that in the first few minutes of the beginning

sessions, a few negative comments were made such as: "I don't know how to
put them together . " "I can't do it . " But as the children found success in following tasks, they became more confident and motivated to proceed to the
more difficult tasks.

Many children noticed the number of puzzle pieces the

picture was cut into and wanted to know how and why they had been cut.
Another interesting observation was that most children were aware when
they had fit the puzzle pieces together correctly making their picture look
exactly l ike the uncut picture in front of them .

They often exclaimed, "My

picture is the same as this one . " "My picture doesn't look right." One
child usually mentioned upon completion of each task that her picture looked
like the particular fruit or animal which ever it happe ned to be . When the
pictures were presented in black and white, many children noticed this and
mentioned that they were lacking color.

Comments such as this were recorded:

"They are white . " "Now the doggie is white . " "Look at the color of the peach ,
it's white." "Why is the apple white?"
Every child , with the exception of one , during one or more sessions
placed his completed picture puzzle on an angle, on its side, or upside down .
Despite the authors efforts to eliminate this error by placing a piece of tape
on the table to establish a base line , this difficulty still persisted. However
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th e child's s core was not alte r e d in r ega rd to this occurre nc e because the
puzzle pieces were placed together corre ctl y completing the requirements of
the t"sk. A possiblP. explanal:ion for this happening was that: thP. children were
more concerned and absorbed in the task of fitting the pieces together correctly to make a picture rather than wi th orientation of the completed pu z zle .
In speculating why one little girl received a lower score than the rest
of the children in the experimental group on the post-test , it was reasoned
youngness and immaturity were the decisive factors.

This particular child

was the youngest of all the children, being only three years and three months
old .

Several times during the practice sessions she tired easily and became

figity more quickly than any of the other children.
One of the most rewarding aspects of the study was to note how various
children's confidence in themselves was increasing as they met with suc cess
during the practice sessions.

Many comments such as this were made : "I

know how to put them together. " " I can do it. " "I know how this goes."
"This is going to be easy.

11

"This is my easy one." "I'm mixed up ; now

I'm not mixed up. ''

This experimenter also helped to increase the child's self-concept by
positive verbal reinforcement and praise when he had completed the task succe s sfully.
Another interesting finding was that the fruit pictures were the most
difficult puzzles for both the children in the experimental and control group .
be specific , the peach puzzle was by far the most challenging , the apple was
second in difficulty , a nd the orange seemed to be the easiest.

The orange

To
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puzzle may have see med easier to U1e ch ildren because they were more familiar
with or anges than peaches . In the an im al puzzles , the horse picture was by far
the eas iest puzzle for the childre n to co mplete successfully, the dog was second
eas iest , and the cat seemed to be the most difficult.
Testing res ults indicated that the g irls respo11ded with mor e rapid growth
through the practice sessions than the boys . Upon further ex ami nat ion it is evident that the girls started at a lowe r le vel of development.

Sin ce all child1·en

reached maximum performance, the girls showed the greatest growth.

How-

ever, if the instrument had offered greater opportunity for further progress,
the boys may have shown as much growth as the girls demonstrated.
same theory holds true in terms of the children's ages.

Th e

Older childr e n may,

with ut ili zation of a different in strume nt , have s hown as much growth as th e
yo unger children . It is possible that they may have even shown greate r progress t han the yo unger chi ldren be cause of their maturity . Therefore , sex
a nd age were influential factors bu t their exact nature could not be dete rmined
because of the limit on progress impose d by ease of reaching maximum leve l
of performance for boys and older children.

There exists a need for an

in s trum ent which would offer more opportunity for growth to determin e the
total possible progress that could be made.
It was speculated that J . McVicker Hunt's "problem of the match" was

solved in this study for the fruit a nd a ni ma l puzzles were successfull y matched
to the c hild's developmental leve l.
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It was interesting to learn how valuable one hour of individualized train-

ing and instruction during a concentrated and focused practice session could be
in fostering a child's visual perceptual abilities.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

Summary

The purpo se of this study was to work with ten children three and four
years of age in six different discrimination tasks to determine if the visual
perception abilities of pre-school children could be increased through practice and experience in visual discrimination tasks .

The instrument utilized

in the study was fruit and animal picture puzzles developed by Teaching Resources . It consisted of three fru its; peach , apple, orange and three animals; dog,
horse , and cat.

The pictures were drawn on sturdy cardboard 6xl0 inche s

and were realistic in color and representation of the object .

For developing

visual perception, each puzzle was cut in such a way that a complete segment
within each illustration was always shown--a stem, an animal 's eye, leg, etc.
Within one pu zzle set, as the task progressed, the size of the pieces was reduced and the number of pieces was increased thereby graduating in difficulty
at each level.

The ch il dren were required to work through five of the six levels

of the fruit and animal puzzles.

The first level consisted of the uncut puzzle ,

colored, w ith a border . The second level puzzles were cut into two pieces
vertically with a border.
zontally with a border.

Level three puzzles were cut into three pieces horiThe fourth level puzzles were cut into quarters with

a border as were the puzzles on level five, but without the black border .

The
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teaching was accomplished through involveme nt of the child a nd the experimenter.
Instructional cues were given to eac h c hild on every leve l o f the puzz les.
Te n other c hild ren served as the conh·ol group s ub jects and received no
tr a inin g and pra ctice in visua l discrimina tion tasks.

They were gi ve n the same

pre- tes t at the be ginnin g of the study a nd the s am e pos t-test a t the end of the
expe rim enta l group's h·aining period of three wee ks.

This testing was clone

to de te rmine whe ther prac tice in vis ua l di scr imination ta sk s would ca use a
s ignifi ca nt inc r ea s e in the c hild 's vis ua l perception a bilities.
These hy pothe s es were formulated:
1.

Expe rience in vi s ua l d is cr imina tion ta sks will have no effect in

promoting visua l perception abilitie s in children .
2.

There will be no signifi ca nt diffe r e nce be tween girls a nd boys in

the contro l a nd ex per imenta l gr o ups in the ir vis ua l perception deve lopme nt as
measured in the vis ual dis crimina ti on tasks .
3.

There will be no s ign ifica nt d iffe r e nce in per ce ptual abil ities of

old er a nd yo unger children.
The twenty c hildre n three a nd fo ur yea r s of age pa rtic ipating in the
s tud y were take n from two mo r ning and two a fte rnoon Child Deve lopm e nt
Labor ato r ie s at Utah State Unive r s ity . They we re given a pre-tes t to ma ke
certa in tha t a ll children were beginning as nearly a s possible on the sa me
developm ental level.

Thes e c hHdre n wer e then m a tched by s ex a nd age a nd

divided into two groups . One group of ten c hild re n, fi ve boys a nd five gir ls,
served as the control group and received no tra inin g in visua l disc ri m inati on
tasks .

The other group of fi ve girls a nd fi ve boy s, comple ted the exper im e nta l
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group who met with the expe rim e nter twice a week for three weeks from six to
ten minute s each session for training and practice in visual discrimination tasks .
The author instru cted and tested each child individuall y in the Child
Deve lopment Library next to a Child Development Laboratory . The visual discr imination tasks and instructional cues were the same for each child . In the
fi rs t session the investigator introduced the uncut pictures to the c hild w ith
predetermined instruction al cues which were continued in the fo llowing sessions.
In the second session the child was required to put together the six pictures
which were cut from top to bottom into two pieces.

Sessio n three required

the child to put three hori zo ntal pieces of the puzzles together. Session four
increased in difficully by requiring the c hild to put together four pieces of the
picture puzzles.

The same task was requ ired in sess ion five as in sess ion

four , but the puzzles were presented without the black border.

The post-

test was administered to both experimental and control group children in session six thereby completing the practice sessions. Level s ix of the fruit and
animal puz zles was utili zed for both the pre-test and post-test.

For this task

the c hildren were to put together three hori zontal pieces of the puzzles in which
the objects on the puzzles were drawn in black outline without color but with a
border s urround ing the object.
The findings re vealed that the visual perception abilities of children can
be increased through practice and training in visual discrimination tasks.

Both

the boys a nd the girls improved significantly in their ability from their pre-test
to their post-test scores.

There was a significant difference between the scores

of the girls and boys in the experimental group indicating that sex was an
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influential factor in visual discrimination ability .

There was a sign ificant

difference between the scores of the three-year-old children and four-yearold children confirming that age was an important factor in the study.

How-

ever, both older and younger children made significant improvement.

The

children in the experimental group scored significantly higher on the visual
discrimination tasks than did those children in the control group, which indicates that practice and experience in discrimination tasks will increase a
child's visual perceptual ability.

Conclusions

A series of brief, focused , tutoring sessions which const itute a

pleasant experience for a child can lead to his rapid advancement in a restricted area of learning. If these sessions are anticipated with pleasure and are
l ater rewarded through the enjoyment the child receives, the sessions will
become incre asingl y valuable as positive learning situations . Age and sex of
the child influence the progress to be achieved in such a setting.

Suggestions for Future Studies

As a result of this study, the following suggestions for future studies
are made:
1.

A similar study beg inning with a small group of two children then

increasing the number in the group to determine how many children can be
taught successfully during a practice session with significant results .
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2.

A study with lower class children to determine what s ize of groups

serve best in developing their v isual perceptual abilities through practice sesRionR woulrl also be intere st ing with valu ab le impl ications.
3.

A further study utilizing an instrument in which none of the children

could reach the max imum performance, thereby the total possible growth and
progress of each child could be acc urately measured.
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